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Abstract

that is at issue. Whythe "physical" here? Is it possible
to have non-physical embodiment?If so, does this have
the same kind of role in the same kind of cognition, or
the samekind of role in a different kind of cognition, or
a different kind of role in a different kind of cognition?
In this short paper I do not propose to offer an answer to this question, or to the manythat follow from
it. I really don’t knowhowto, though I do think there
is a need to try. What I do offer are some observations on what seem to be important consequences of
physical embodimenton the nature of cognition, or at
least the way we should try to understand and explain
cognition. In so doing, I hope to offer some pointers
to what physical embodiment might have to do with
cognition.

Without widely accepted and acceptable characterisations of what is to be meantby the terms
cognition and embodiment,to ask what the role
of embodimentin cognition is remains an illformed question. The connection between cognition and physical embodimentis howeveran important issue, and investigating it maywell bring
someenlightenment to the concepts of cognition
and embodiment.In this short paper I offer some
observations on what seem to be someimportant
consequencesof physical embodimenton the nature of cognition, at least cognition as it might
need to be in physically embodiedagents. These
are all derived from myownwork on physically
embodiedmobile robots and point to the need for
a dynamical systems approach to understanding
cognition, at least in physically embodiedagents.

Physical

Introduction
The announcement and description of this symposium
tells us that "the role of physical embodimentin cognition has long been the subject of debate." This may
be true, but it has often seemed that this debate is
more about matters of faith than about well argued
positions or experimental results. Whyshould embodiment have anything to do with cognition, or, if this is a
different question, why should cognition have anything
to do with embodiment? Not all physically embodied
things are cognitive things, and, perhaps, not all cognitive things are physically embodiedthings, at least not
in any important sense of embodiment. Knowledgebased Systems, or world class Chess Playing machines,
for example, are not embodied in any important sense,
though at least some people are happy to say they have
cognitive capacities, albethem particular and limited.
This question, what has embodiment got to do with
cognition (assuming for now that it is one question)
is not easy to answer for it is not clear what we want
or need to mean by embodimentor cognition: it is not
clear what form an answer could or should take. There
is no single widely accepted (or acceptable) concept
cognition. Nor is it so clear what embodimentis to
mean. In this symposiumit is "physical embodiment"
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Embodiment: Mass and Time

A straightforward observation, though one that seems
often to be overlooked by the computational modellers
of robots (so called simulation builders), is that with
physical embodiment comes physical mass. It cannot
be otherwise, according to accepted physical Law. Furthermore, if something has mass then whatever it does
or whatever happens to it TAKEStime to do or happen! Again, it cannot be otherwise, according to accepted physical Law.
That things take time is thus a direct, fundamental,
and unavoidable consequence of physical embodiment.
Wecan then observe that if cognition has anything to
do with what an embodied agent does or to what happens to it--as it surely somehowdoes--then just as
time is of fundamental importance in understanding
the effect and consequences of embodiment, so too will
time be of fundamental importance in understarlding
cognition. To put this another way, to properly understand physically embodied cognition, the concept
of time will have to be in there from the start, not
added on at some arbitrary later stage, as it often is
in current information processing and computational
approaches to cognition.

ment doe s not embed them in time.
It is also the basis for deciding betweenthose things
that we can sensibly attempt to describe in terms of
the mathematicM theory of dynamical systems, and
those things which are properly described in other
(non-dynanfical) terms, such as computation, logic,
information processing, for example. Wecan also see
that this distinction is important in any discussion of
cognition because the time-neutral concepts of computation, logic, and information processing are popular
ones in attempts to understand and characterise the
nature of cognition. The more so since, as I have suggested above, the actions of embodied things happen
IN-time, NOTjust OVEP~-time. All this should thus
lead us to suspect that the way time maybe involved in
understanding cognition, and the role of embodiment,
will be in IN-time terms, not in OVEl~-timeterms. In
other words, we should be led to expect that we will
need a dynamical systems approach to understanding
physically embodied cognition, NOTa computational,
logic-based, or information processing one.
A tempting alternative might be to have the processes concerned with physical embodimentas IN-time
processes--dynamical systems--and the processes concerned with cognition as OVEP~-time processes-computational process, for example. This would leave
us with the need to have, and to explain, an effective
interface between IN-time processes and OVEl~-time
processes, where effective here would mean that no
IN-timeness gets across form the IN-time side to the
OVEP~-timeside. This is the real-time control engineers dream. And it is only a dream and must forever
remain so. If, for any reason whatsoever time counts,
so that we have any amount of IN-timeness, we cannot
escape. Wecan of course make things feel like such an
escape by making the OVEK-timecomputations go so
fast that they never cause problems on interfacing with
IN-time processes, but this is only an illusion, albeit a
useful one.

Taking
time:
IN-time
and OVER-time
It is not quite so simple as this though. Weneed to
makea further distinction if we are to makeprogress on
picking out quite how embodiment might have something to do with cognition.
As we have just observed, all events and happenings
in the physical world take time, everything that happens takes some time, nothing that happens takes no
time: walking, thinking, computation, whatever. ~,’Ve
need, however, to make a distinction between things
that happen IN-time and things that happen OVEKtime.
For things that happen IN-time tile time taken matters. If they happen in different amountsof time they
are importantly and distinguishably different happenings. In these cases, the time in which they happen
is a fundamental characteristic of the happening. To
properly understand and explain them we need to introduce the concept of time. These kinds of things are,
we might say, embeddedin time. For example, in walking, the time taken to movelegs matters. If the leg
movementsinvolved took different amounts of time we
would not have the same kind of walking--we may not
even have walking at all! It is the same for talking.
If the movemeutsinvolved in making the vocal sounds
of talking took longer or shorter amounts of time than
they do, we would not understand them to be talking.
They’d just be funny noises. Perhaps it is the same
for thinking too? Would thinking be the same if the
underlying neuronal processes took different amounts
of time than they do?
For things which happen OVEl~-timethe time taken
to happen is of no fundamental importance, though it
maywell be of practical iinportance. In these cases,
if the amount of time taken changes or varies we still
have the same thing happening. The time-taking aspect of these kinds of things can be safely disregarded
in any proper understanding or explanation of them:
they are NOTembedded in time; they are just contab~ed in time. For example, computation, what real
computers do, is not changed by the amount of time
it takes to get done: it is still the same computation.
This is of no great surprise since the formal specification of any particular computation does not involve
anything that says or implies how muchtime it should
or must take to be done correctly. The result of the
computation does not change just because it take one
second as opposed to two days to do: the rate of doing
computation has no impact on the computation being
done. (Though, as mentioned above, this may well be
of practical importance.)
This distinction between things that happen IN-time
and things that happen OVEl~-time is important. It
helps us identify when physical embodimentis important or not. For animals and robots it is. Their behaviour happens ill time: their physical embodiment
embeds them IN-time. For computers it is not. Their
behaviour happens over time: their physical embodi-

Agents
as the Connection
Between
Embodiment
and Cognition
As I observed above, not all physically embodiedthings
are cognitive things, and, perhaps, not all cognitive
things are embodied things. So what connects these
two concepts? The answer is, I think, the concept of
an agents: physically embodied agents are, I suspect,
necessarily cognitive things.
So, we need to say more about what it is to be an
agent, and in a way that will sustain the natural observation that not all embodied things are cognitive
things.
An agent can be characterised as something which
has the capacity to interact with its natural (typically
changing, variable, and unpredictable) environment in
such a way as to (at least) sustain and maintain its capacity to interact in this way. (A deliberately circular
characterisation in the style of Maturana and Varela.)
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Thus agents are things which interact with their environments in a self-sustaining and self-maintaining
way. I call this type of interaction effective interaction. (More often agents are said to act, but I prefer the term and notion of interaction since I think it
better reflects the actual relationship between agents
and their environments.) This is a (working) characterisation of all agent, it is NOTa definition--it does
not identify necessary and sufficient properties--and
it is a rather broad characterisation at that. It is
intended to be a minimal characterisation,
one that
does not introduce unwanted or (currently) unjustified extras. Particular examples of agents may engage
in lnore than self-sustaining and self-maintaining interaction. Someeffects of their interactions maybe of
consequence to other agents: their interactions mayinvolve agent-agent interaction, but I don’t want to get
involved in these complications here.
For physically embodiedagents all interaction with
tile environment involves energy transduction and the
generation of forces: it involves doing physical work,
what I call interactive work, which in turn requires a
supply of energy. It cannot be otherwise, according to
accepted physical Law. Elsewhere (Smithers, 1994)
have suggested that this leads to a need for a distinction to be made between the types of processes that
a working physically embodied agent implements: between what I have called infrastructure processes and
interaction processes.
Infrastructure processes are processes which are, in
combination, responsible for sustaining and maintaining an agent’s capacity for effective interaction, the
capacity for doing interactive work. Interaction processes, oil the other hand, are, in combination, responsible for sustaining and maintaining an agent’s effective interaction with its environment--supported by
the capacity to interact, as sustained and maintained
by the infrastructure processes. They do this by suitably modifying or modulating the dynamics of interaction established and maintained by the infrastructure
processes of the agent. Do to this, interaction processes
must also use, and thus be supplied with, energy. This
is the means by which they modify or modulate the
workings of infrastructure processes. There is, however, a significant difference between the amountof energy involved in the functioning and energy transductions of infrastructure and interaction processes. Infrastructure processes, because they have to do significant work--movethe agent around-- require relatively
large amounts of energy: they are significant power
consumers. Interactiou processes need only trade in
relatively small amounts of energy and energy transductions, sufficient for signalling and sensing purposes.
It should be noted that low energy signalling and
sensing is not unique to interaction processes. Infrastructure processes will also typically employ signalling and sensing systems ill their sustaining and
maintaining responsibilities.
I would also add that,

contrary to what I have previously suggested--see
(Smithers, 1994)--this distinction between infrastructure processes and interaction processes making up an
agent do not map onto the biological notions of the
metabolism and nervous system in an animal. Both
the infrastructure and interaction processes must be
supplied with energy and so both require metabolic
support, though this may be different in detail. In
an agent this metabolic support, of both kinds of processes, needs also to be regulated (sustained and maintained). For the momentI lump all he responsibility
for this in with the infrastructure processes, but I admit that this does seem a little ragged.
The distinction between infrastructure and interaction processes in an agent is, I think, nonetheless important in understanding what physical embodiment
might have to do with cognition because it allows us to
see what aspects of embodimentare important in cognition. It sustains another natural observation that
if embodimentis important in cognition it does not
seem that all of embodimentis, or at least not equally
so. This distinction follows from the agent characterisation presented above in the case of physically embodied agents, and thus allows us to hypothesise why
not all physically embodied things are cognitive. We
might propose that those things which do not have interaction processes are not cognitive things, and are
not agents.
Wecan put this the other way round to. If cognition
is to do with the nature and behaviour of the interaction processes in an agent, in physically embodied
agents, at least, these interaction processes necessarily need the support of (and to interact with) infrastructure processes, and since both involve energy and
its transduction, both need physicM embodiment for
proper implementation.
Some Final
Comments
This short paper is not intended to be anything more
than a brief presentation of what seem to me to be
some important observation that can be made on the
what physical embodiment might have to do with cognition. Verylittle, if any, of the abovecan be taken as
definitional, and all of it needs further workingout to
becomeuseful--if it is not to be thrown out first. Two
important, and I believe, significant conclusions can be
drawn from these observations however. First, that to
understand cognition in physically embodied agents we
need a dynmnical system approach which can deal with
the necessarily IN-timeness of cognition. Second, that
we could usefully associate cognition with what the interaction processes of an agent do. Indeed we might
even define cognition in physically embodiedagents as
what the their interaction processes do. The problem
of cognition then becomes: what are the interaction
processes need to sustain and maintain the effectiveness of an agent’s interaction with its environment. A
thoroughly dynamical physical and problem!
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